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Brooks/Cole Empowerment Series: Ethical Decisions for Social Work Practice Ralph Dolgoff 2012-07-24 Part of the Brooks/Cole Empowerment Series, this
ninth edition integrates the core competencies and practice behaviors outlined in the 2008 Educational Policy and Accreditation Standards (EPAS) set by the
Council on Social Work Education (CSWE).This classic text helps students recognize ethical issues and dilemmas, reason carefully about ethical issues,
clarify their ethical aspirations at the level demanded by the profession, and achieve a more ethical stance in their practice. It places ethical decision making
within the context of professional ethics and provides useful guidelines, including two ethical screens to help social work practitioners identify priorities among
competing ethical obligations. Developed specifically for social workers, it features numerous case-like exemplars based on real-world practice, drawn from a
variety of social work settings. This comprehensive and uniquely focused text is equally effective as a core resource for social work ethics courses, or as a
valuable supplement within introductory, practice, or practicum courses. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Boy No More Harry Mazer 2004-08-24 In this follow-up to his acclaimed "A Boy at War," Mazer explores what loyalty, friendship, and patriotism mean in a
time of war in this story set against the backdrop of World War II.
Evergreen: A Guide to Writing with Readings, Compact Edition Susan Fawcett 2011-06-08 EVERGREEN combines carefully crafted instruction, high-interest
readings, and student models with numerous sequenced practices. This two-volume EVERGREEN COMPACT provides a convenient and portable alternative
for instructors who prefer smaller-trim books for their students. The Evergreen Compact instruction book contains all instruction, writing assignments, art, and
readings in the regular Evergreen Ninth Edition, but the practices have been moved to the Evergreen Compact Workbook; the workbook contains all practice
exercises and visual images that relate to the practices. Each book has its own Annotated Instructor's Edition that provides answers and marginal annotations,
Teaching Tips, ESL Tips, and Learning Styles Tips. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
An Annotated Bibliography of Timothy Leary (Classic Reprint) Michael Horowitz 2017-11-26 Excerpt from An Annotated Bibliography of Timothy Leary The
paper used in this publication meets the minimum requirements of Amer ican National Standard for Information Sciences Permanence of Paper for Printed
Library Materials, ansi 1984. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct
the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Evergreen: A Guide to Writing with Readings Susan Fawcett 2016-10-05 With carefully crafted instruction, engaging student models, and plentiful practice
exercises, this best-selling text continues to provide the most effective paragraph-essay level writing instruction available. EVERGREEN is structured around
Susan Fawcett's proven MAP (model-analysis-practice) format -- a guiding pedagogy featuring minimal inductive instruction followed by varied practice
designed to improve students' confidence and learning outcomes. Known for its superior essay coverage, EVERGREEN demonstrates each of the nine
rhetorical patterns with two student sample essays (one in the third person, and one in the first person), and a graphic organizer. The Eleventh Edition
includes a new chapter focused on active reading strategies; more explanation of and practice for writing effective thesis statements; updated information
about research and citing sources; and nine new high-interest readings in a variety of modes, with new post-reading questions and assignments. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Twelve Years a Slave Solomon Northup 2021-01-01 "Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free
State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a
bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Paperbound Books in Print 1984
Awol in North Africa 2016
Weak Without Him Lyra Parish 2014-03-30 "Love is an emotion that will destroy you if you let it. It can ruin your life or create a new one. Jealousy isn't much
different." Jennifer Downs treads in dangerous waters. Finnley Felton is unaware. With the help of Lady Luck, they will make it through. Or will they? Texas is
nothing compared to Vegas but among the bright lights and busy streets, Jennifer discovers who she is. Her life has changed, and for better or worse, she
continues to live like tomorrow will never come. Sabotage. Hatred. Betrayal. Although love is beautiful and kind, it comes with consequences. Jennifer finds
herself fighting. Fighting for her rights, for love, for Finnley, and for her life. Hearts may be broken. Lives will change. But the ultimate question remains: can
love win all?
1997 Consumer's Resource Handbook Leslie L Byrne 1997-05 Offers information & advice to help consumers gain knowledge about their rights & about how
to make the right choices. Includes: corporate consumer contacts; better business bureaus; trade association & other dispute resolution programs; state,
county & city government consumer offices; selected federal agencies; military commissary & exchange contacts; media programs; occupational &
professional licensing boards; legal help; consumer credit counseling services; consumer groups & much more. Especially helpful for consumer complaints or
problems.
What Your Birthday Reveals About You Phyllis Vega 2005-10-01 Born on December 3rd? You're an ambitious, hardworking "idea person" and a dynamic
leader. Born on December 14th? You're the "traveling salesperson" of the zodiac and a gifted marketer. All Sagittarians are charming, intelligent, and
adventure-seeking, but which day of the month you're born on can determine the way in which you use those traits to your best advantage. In this exciting new
book, master astrologer Phyllis Vega gives a detailed analysis for each birthday in the year, combining astrology and numerology to paint a true picture of the
characteristics, desires, and destinies of people born on that day. If you were born October 5th, you're a skilled negotiator with a gift for making money. But if
you were born just four days later, you're a compassionate dreamer with spiritual inclinations. Aries is the sign of the determined ram, but if you were born on
April 7th, you are idealistic and inspiring.
Metaphorical Ways of Knowing Sharon L. Pugh 1997 Theory and practical classroom applications meet in this book, linking activities and resources to current
classroom concerns, including multiculturalism and imagination in reading and writing. Based on research into the nature and dynamics of English, this book is
for anyone enamoured of the English language.
The Ice Swan J'nell Ciesielski 2021-07-06 Amid the violent last days of the glittering Russian monarchy, a princess on the run finds her heart where she least
expects it. 1917, Petrograd. Fleeing the murderous flames of the Russian Revolution, Princess Svetlana Dalsky hopes to find safety in Paris with her mother
and sister. But the city is buckling under the weight of the Great War, and the Bolsheviks will not rest until they have erased every Russian aristocrat from
memory. Svetlana and her family are forced into hiding in Paris’s underbelly, with little to their name but the jewels they sewed into their corsets before their
terrifying escape. Born the second son of a Scottish duke, the only title Wynn MacCallan cares for is that of surgeon. Putting his talents with a scalpel to good
use in the hospitals in Paris, Wynn pushes the boundaries of medical science to give his patients the best care possible. After treating Svetlana for a minor
injury, he is pulled into a world of decaying imperial glitter. Intrigued by this mysterious, cold, and beautiful woman, Wynn follows Svetlana to an underground
Russian club where drink, dance, and questionable dealings collide on bubbles of vodka. Out of money and options, Svetlana agrees to a marriage of
convenience with the handsome and brilliant Wynn, who will protect her and pay off her family’s debts. It’s the right thing for a good man to do, but Wynn

cannot help hoping the marriage will turn into one of true affection. When Wynn’s life takes an unexpected turn, so does Svetlana’s—and soon Paris becomes
as dangerous as Petrograd. And as the Bolsheviks chase them to Scotland, Wynn and Svetlana begin to wonder if they will ever be able to outrun the love
they are beginning to feel for one another. “The Ice Swan is a ray of light in the middle of a Europe that was sinking into darkness. Ciesielski’s talent for
storytelling from the heart is a feast for the readers’ eyes.” —Mario Escobar, international bestselling author of Remember Me and Children of the Stars
Adventurous World War I historical romance For fans of Kate Quinn, Beatriz Williams, and Aimie K. Runyan Full-length, stand-alone novel (approx. 120,000
words) Includes discussion questions for book clubs
Women Writing War Katharina von Hammerstein 2018-08-06 Recent scholarship has broadened definitions of war and shifted from the narrow focus on
battles and power struggles to include narratives of the homefront and private sphere. To expand scholarship on textual representations of war means to shed
light on the multiple theaters of war, and on the many voices who contributed to, were affected by, and/or critiqued German war efforts. Engaged women
writers and artists commented on their nations' imperial and colonial ambitions and the events of the tumultuous beginning of the twentieth century. In an
interdisciplinary investigation, this volume explores select female-authored, German-language texts focusing on German colonial wars and World War I and
the discourses that promoted or critiqued their premises. They examine how colonial conflicts contributed to a persistent atmosphere of Kriegsbegeisterung
(war enthusiasm) that eventually culminated in the outbreak of World War I, or a Kriegskritik (criticism of war) that resisted it. The span from German
colonialism to World War I brings these explosive periods into relief and challenges readers to think about the intersection of nationalism, violence and gender
and about the historical continuities and disruptions that shape such events.
Death of Kings Bernard Cornwell 2012-01-17 The sixth installment of Bernard Cornwell’s New York Times bestselling series chronicling the epic saga of the
making of England, “like Game of Thrones, but real” (The Observer, London)—the basis for The Last Kingdom, the hit television series. As the ninth century
wanes, Alfred the Great lies dying, his lifelong goal of a unified England in peril, his kingdom on the brink of chaos. Though his son, Edward, has been named
his successor, there are other Saxon claimants to the throne—as well as ambitious pagan Vikings to the north. Torn between his vows to Alfred and the desire
to reclaim his long-lost ancestral lands in the north, Uhtred, Saxon-born and Viking-raised, remains the king’s warrior but has sworn no oath to the crown
prince. Now he must make a momentous decision that will forever transform his life and the course of history: to take up arms—and Alfred’s mantle—or lay
down his sword and let his liege’s dream of a unified kingdom die along with him.
The Home for Unwanted Girls Joanna Goodman 2018 In 1950s Quebec, French and English tolerate each other with precarious civility--much like Maggie
Hughes' parents. Maggie's English-speaking father has ambitions for his daughter that don't include marriage to the poor French boy the next farm over. But
Maggie's heart is captured by Gabriel Phénix. When she becomes pregnant at fifteen, her parents send the baby Elodie to an orphanage where she receives
horrible treatment. Seventeen years later, Maggie, married to a businessman eager to start a family, cannot forget the daughter she was forced to abandon,
and a chance reconnection with Gabriel spurs a wrenching choice. As time passes, the stories of Maggie and Elodie intertwine but never touch, until Maggie
realizes she must take what she wants from life and go in search of her long-lost daughter, finally reclaiming the truth that has been denied them both.
Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces, Book 1) Chris Lynch 2018-11-27 Discover the secret missions behind America's greatest conflicts. Danny Manion
has been fighting his entire life. Sometimes with his fists. Sometimes with his words. But when his actions finally land him in real trouble, he can't fight the
judge who offers him a choice: jail... or the army. Turns out there's a perfect place for him in the US military: the Studies and Observation Group (SOG), an
elite volunteer-only task force comprised of US Air Force Commandos, Army Green Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA agent or two. With the SOG's focus
on covert action and psychological warfare, Danny is guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the very same qualities
that got him in trouble at home make him a natural-born commando in a secret war. Even if almost nobody knows he's there. National Book Award finalist
Chris Lynch begins a new, explosive fiction series based on the real-life, top-secret history of US black ops.
Biology Laboratory Manual Darrell Vodopich 2007-02-05 This laboratory manual is designed for an introductory majors biology course with a broad survey of
basic laboratory techniques. The experiments and procedures are simple, safe, easy to perform, and especially appropriate for large classes. Few
experiments require a second class-meeting to complete the procedure. Each exercise includes many photographs, traditional topics, and experiments that
help students learn about life. Procedures within each exercise are numerous and discrete so that an exercise can be tailored to the needs of the students, the
style of the instructor, and the facilities available.
Creative Writing Jane Yeh 2013-12-19 Creative Writing is a complete writing course that will jump-start your writing and guide you through your first steps
towards publication. Suitable for use by students, tutors, writers’ groups or writers working alone, this book offers: a practical and inspiring section on the
creative process, showing you how to stimulate your creativity and use your memory and experience in inventive ways in-depth coverage of the most popular
forms of writing, in extended sections on fiction, poetry and life writing, including biography and autobiography, giving you practice in all three forms so that
you might discover and develop your particular strengths a sensible, up-to-date guide to going public, to help you to edit your work to a professional standard
and to identify and approach suitable publishers a distinctive collection of exciting exercises, spread throughout the workbook to spark your imagination and
increase your technical flexibility and control a substantial array of illuminating readings, bringing together extracts from contemporary and classic writings in
order to demonstrate a range of techniques that you can use or adapt in your own work. Creative Writing: A Workbook with Readings presents a unique
opportunity to benefit from the advice and experience of a team of published authors who have also taught successful writing courses at a wide range of
institutions, helping large numbers of new writers to develop their talents as well as their abilities to evaluate and polish their work to professional standards.
These institutions include Lancaster University and the University of East Anglia, renowned as consistent producers of published writers.
The Stolen Lady Laura Morelli 2021-09-21 From the acclaimed author of The Night Portrait comes a stunning historical novel about two women, separated by
five hundred years, who each hide Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa—with unintended consequences. France, 1939 At the dawn of World War II, Anne
Guichard, a young archivist employed at the Louvre, arrives home to find her brother missing. While she works to discover his whereabouts, refugees begin
flooding into Paris and German artillery fire rattles the city. Once they reach the city, the Nazis will stop at nothing to get their hands on the Louvre’s art
collection. Anne is quickly sent to the Castle of Chambord, where the Louvre’s most precious artworks—including the Mona Lisa—are being transferred to
ensure their safety. With the Germans hard on their heels, Anne frantically moves the Mona Lisa and other treasures again and again in an elaborate game of
hide and seek. As the threat to the masterpieces and her life grows closer, Anne also begins to learn the truth about her brother and the role he plays in this
dangerous game. Florence, 1479 House servant Bellina Sardi’s future seems fixed when she accompanies her newly married mistress, Lisa Gherardini, to her
home across the Arno. Lisa’s husband, a prosperous silk merchant, is aligned with the powerful Medici, his home filled with luxuries and treasures. But soon,
Bellina finds herself bewitched by a charismatic monk who has urged Florentines to rise up against the Medici and to empty their homes of the riches and
jewels her new employer prizes. When Master Leonardo da Vinci is commissioned to paint a portrait of Lisa, Bellina finds herself tasked with hiding an
impossible secret. When art and war collide, Leonardo da Vinci, his beautiful subject Lisa, and the portrait find themselves in the crosshairs of history.
Evergreen: A Guide to Writing with Readings Susan Fawcett 2013-01-04 With carefully crafted instruction, engaging student models, and plentiful practice
exercises, this best-selling text continues to provide the most effective paragraph-essay level writing instruction available. EVERGREEN is structured around
Susan Fawcett's proven MAP (model-analysis-practice) format--a careful, guiding pedagogy featuring minimal inductive instruction followed by varied practice
designed to improve students' confidence and learning outcomes. Known for its superior essay coverage, EVERGREEN demonstrates each of the nine
rhetorical patterns with two student sample essays (one in the third person, and one in the first person), and a graphic organizer. New to the Tenth
Anniversary Edition is coverage of personal error tracking, including a new chapter, pull-out chart, and integrated exercises for each grammar and spelling
chapter to help students identify, track and correct their own errors. The new edition also features an even stronger emphasis on critical thinking, with more
exercises on critical thinking and viewing, and many more Teaching Tips designed to prompt critical thinking. Five new readings include selections by Jhumpa
Lahiri, Malcolm Gladwell, and Ellen Goodman. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Children's Books in Print, 2007 2006
How to Hold a Crocodile Diagram Group 2003 Explains how to do a variety of practical and improbable things, such as how to read a palm, make a mummy,
sharpen scissors, tame a tarantula, and get an audience with the Pope.
The Prophet's Wife Libbie Grant 2022-03-01 A sweeping, lyrical tale of historical fiction that tells the unbelievable story of the early days of the Mormon church
through the eyes of the woman who saw it all—Emma, the first wife of the prophet Joseph Smith. In 1825, in rural Pennsylvania, Emma Hale marries an
itinerant treasure-digger, a man who has nothing but a peep-stone in his pocket and a conviction that he can speak directly to God. His name is Joseph Smith
and in a few short years, he will found his own religion, gather zealous adherents by the tens of thousands, and fracture Emma’s life and faith While the
Mormon religion finds its feet and runs beyond the grasp of its founder, Emma struggles to maintain her place in Joseph’s heart—and in the religion that has
become her world. The Mormons make themselves outcasts everywhere they go. Joseph can only maintain his authority by issuing ever-stranger
commandments on God’s behalf, culminating in an edict that men should marry as many women as they please. The Mormons’ adoption of polygamy only

sets them further apart, and soon their communities are ravaged by violence at the hands of their outraged fellow Americans. For Emma, things take a more
personal toll as Joseph brings in a new wife—a woman whom Emma considers a sister. As Emma’s family grows along with Joseph’s infamy, she knows
there will never be peace until Joseph faces the law. But on the half-wild edge of the frontier, he’s more likely to find death at the hands of a vigilante posse
than a fair trial. For the sake of her people—and her soul—Emma must convince the Prophet of God to surrender... and perhaps to sacrifice his life.
Minesweeper (Special Forces, Book 2) Chris Lynch 2019-12-03 "All the sizzle, chaos, noise and scariness of war is clay in the hands of ace storyteller
Lynch." -- Kirkus Reviews for the World War II series Discover the secret missions behind America's greatest conflicts.Fergus Frew thought he knew what to
expect when he signed up with the Navy's demolitions team. But as the Korean War rages on, Fergus and his fellow divers -- AKA "frogmen" -- are tasked
with more than just scouting mudflats. Soon they're planting mines. And sabotaging tunnels, bridges... and even fishing nets. Strangest of all, it falls to Fergus
to transport a spy into the country -- and that means traveling far from Navy-controlled waters.But frogmen are amphibious. And Fergus may not realize it, but
he's in a position to change the way the whole world thinks about combat.National Book Award finalist Chris Lynch continues his explosive fiction series based
on the real-life, top-secret history of US black ops and today's heroic Navy SEALs.
Organized Crime Klaus von Lampe 2015-07-16 Organized Crime: Analyzing Illegal Activities, Criminal Structures, and Extra-legal Governance provides a
systematic overview of the processes and structures commonly labeled “organized crime,” drawing on the pertinent empirical and theoretical literature
primarily from North America, Europe, and Australia. The main emphasis is placed on a comprehensive classificatory scheme that highlights underlying
patterns and dynamics, rather than particular historical manifestations of organized crime. Esteemed author Klaus von Lampe strategically breaks the book
down into three key dimensions: (1) illegal activities, (2) patterns of interpersonal relations that are directly or indirectly supporting these illegal activities, and
(3) overarching illegal power structures that regulate and control these illegal activities and also extend their influence into the legal spheres of society. Within
this framework, numerous case studies and topical issues from a variety of countries illustrate meaningful application of the conceptual and theoretical
discussion.
History of Linn County Iowa Luther Albertus Brewer 1911
Love, Theodosia Lori Anne Goldstein 2021-11-02 A Romeo & Juliet tale for Hamilton! fans. In post-American Revolution New York City, Theodosia Burr, a
scholar with the skills of a socialite, is all about charming the right people on behalf of her father—Senator Aaron Burr, who is determined to win the office of
president in the pivotal election of 1800. Meanwhile, Philip Hamilton, the rakish son of Alexander Hamilton, is all about being charming on behalf of his libido.
When the two first meet, it seems the ongoing feud between their politically opposed fathers may be hereditary. But soon, Theodosia and Philip must choose
between love and family, desire and loyalty, and preserving the legacy their flawed fathers fought for or creating their own. Love, Theodosia is a smart, funny,
swoony take on a fiercely intelligent woman with feminist ideas ahead of her time who has long-deserved center stage. A refreshing spin on the Hamiltonian
era and the characters we have grown to know and love. It’s also a heartbreaking romance of two star-crossed lovers, an achingly bittersweet “what if.”
Despite their fathers’ bitter rivalry, Theodosia and Philip are drawn to each other and, in what unrolls like a Jane Austen novel of manners, we find ourselves
entangled in the world of Hamilton and Burr once again as these heirs of famous enemies are driven together despite every reason not to be.
The Islam Quintet Tariq Ali 2014-01-14 Five nuanced and powerful historical novels depicting the clashes among Muslims, Christians, and Jews from the
Crusades to twenty-first-century London. Celebrated British-Pakistani journalist and author Tariq Ali takes a mind-expanding journey through the ages with
these five acclaimed works of fiction, available now in one collection. Shadows of the Pomegranate Tree: “Ali captures the humanity and splendor of Muslim
Spain” in “an enthralling story, unraveled with thrift and verve” (The Independent). For the doomed Moors, the fall of Granada and the approaching forces of
Christendom bring not peace but the sword. The Book of Saladin: After Saladin reclaims the holy city of Jerusalem from the Crusaders, he turns to a Jewish
scribe to record his story, which Edward Said calls “a narrative for our time, haunted by distant events and characters who are closer to us than we had
dreamed.” The Stone Woman: “Ali paints a vivid picture of a fading world,” proclaims the New York Times Book Review, as a distant descendant of an exiled
Ottoman courtier suffers a stroke in Istanbul, and his family rushes to his side to hear his last stories. A Sultan in Palermo: In “a marvelously paced and
boisterously told novel of intrigue, love, insurrection and manipulation,” cartographer Muhammad al-Idrisi is caught between his friendship with King Roger of
Sicily and the resentments of his fellow Muslims (The Guardian). Night of the Golden Butterfly: A Lahore-born writer living in London is called back to his
homeland by an old friend who, at seventy-five, has finally fallen in love. “If Pakistan is a land of untold stories,” writes the New Statesman, Ali is “the country’s
finest historian and critic.”
Blood Secret Kathryn Lasky 2009-08-11 The minute she had opened the trunk, she knew there wasn't anything like hope in it. Just awful musty things, but
each one with a kind of terrible dark halo around it. She picked up that piece of old lace. She saw that stain -- pale, brownish in color. She knew it was blood.
Somebody's blood. There was violence in that trunk, and dark secrets, and she did not want to know them. Curious about the old homestead where she now
lives, Jerry finds an ancient trunk in the basement that contains, among other things, an old piece of bloodstained lace, some letters, and a battered doll. The
objects in the trunk have stories to tell -- stories about the Spanish Inquisition spanning nearly five hundred years and stories of secrets locked deep in the
bloodlines of Jerry's ancestors. Kathryn Lasky's powerhouse novel is a dramatic historical saga that brings the reader face-to-face with some of the worst
atrocities ever committed against humankind in the name of God. But above all, it is an unforgettable coming-of-age story about a girl who, in connecting with
her own past and faith, is at last able to face her own demons and liberate not only herself but also future generations of her family from the long chain of
suffering and silence.
Chasing Secrets Gennifer Choldenko 2015-08-04 Newbery Honor–winning author Gennifer Choldenko deftly combines humor, tragedy, fascinating historical
detail, and a medical mystery in this exuberant new novel. San Francisco, 1900. The Gilded Age. A fantastic time to be alive for lots of people . . . but not
thirteen-year-old Lizzie Kennedy, stuck at Miss Barstow’s snobby school for girls. Lizzie’s secret passion is science, an unsuitable subject for finishing-school
girls. Lizzie lives to go on house calls with her physician father. On those visits to his patients, she discovers a hidden dark side of the city—a side that’s full of
secrets, rats, and rumors of the plague. The newspapers, her powerful uncle, and her beloved papa all deny that the plague has reached San Francisco. So
why is the heart of the city under quarantine? Why are angry mobs trying to burn Chinatown to the ground? Why is Noah, the Chinese cook’s son, suddenly
making Lizzie question everything she has known to be true? Ignoring the rules of race and class, Lizzie and Noah must put the pieces together in a heartstopping race to save the people they love. Winner of a Los Angeles Public Library FOCAL (Friends of Children and Literature) Award Nominated for:
Pennsylvania Young Reader’s Choice Awards Tennessee Volunteer State Book Award (Middle School division) Missouri Association of School Librarians
(MASL) Readers Award California Library Association’s Beatty Award, Eureka List
Preventing Adolescent Suicide Dave Capuzzi 2013-08-21 First published in 1988. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A Boy at War Harry Mazer 2012-06-26 They rowed hard, away from the battleships and the bombs. Water sprayed over them. The rowboat pitched one way
and then the other. Then, before his eyes, the Arizona lifted up out of the water. That enormous battleship bounced up in the air like a rubber ball and split
apart. Fire burst out of the ship. A geyser of water shot into the air and came crashing down. Adam was almost thrown out of the rowboat. He clung to the seat
as it swung around. He saw blue skies and the glittering city. The boat swung back again, and he saw black clouds, and the Arizona, his father's ship, sinking
beneath the water. -- from A Boy at War "He kept looking up, afraid the planes would come back. The sky was obscured by black smoke....It was all unreal:
the battleships half sunk, the bullet holes in the boat, Davi and Martin in the water." December 7, 1941: On a quiet Sunday morning, while Adam and his
friends are fishing near Honolulu, a surprise attack by Japanese bombers destroys the fleet at Pearl Harbor. Even as Adam struggles to survive the sudden
chaos all around him, and as his friends endure the brunt of the attack, a greater concern hangs over his head: Adam's father, a navy lieutenant, was
stationed on the USS Arizona when the bombs fell. During the subsequent days Adam -- not yet a man, but no longer a boy -- is caught up in the war as he
desperately tries to make sense of what happened to his friends and to find news of his father. Harry Mazer, whose autobiographical novel, The Last Mission,
brought the European side of World War II to vivid life, now turns to the Pacific theater and how the impact of war can alter young lives forever.
Looptail Bruce Tip 2014-04-03 Looptail is Bruce Poon Tip's extraordinary first-person account of his entrepreneurial instincts to start and develop G
Adventures, the highly successful international travel adventure company - and along the way he reveals his unusual management secrets that not only keep
his employees fully engaged and energized but also keep his customers extremely happy. His unique appraoch has worked in marvellous ways. Poon Tip has
created an entirely new and refreshing approach to management. For example, there is no CEO at G Adventures - instead, every employee is a CEO,
empowered to make instantaneous decisions to help clients on the spot. But while there's no CEO, there is a company Mayor, who take the pulse of corporate
morale. There's no HR department - but there is a Talent Agency and company Culture Club. It hasn't always been easy to try to balance his desire for a
socially responsible company along with the desire to generate profits. But thanks to Poon Tip's vision, G Adventures has floruished and has done its best to
maintain its looptail approach. In short, it's been an extraordinary ride, and in many ways G Adventures is at the vanguard of what modern-day companies are
beginning to look like.
Where the Salmon Run Trova Heffernan 2017-05-01 Billy Frank Jr. was an early participant in the fight for tribal fishing rights during the 1960s. Roughed up,
belittled, and handcuffed on the riverbank, he emerged as one of the most influential Northwest Indians in modern history. His efforts helped bring about the

1974 ruling by Federal Judge George H. Boldt affirming Northwest tribal fishing rights and allocating half the harvestable catch to them. Today, he continues
to support Indian country and people by working to protect salmon and restore the environment. Where the Salmon Run tells the life story of Billy Frank Jr.,
from his father's influential tales, through the difficult and contentious days of the Fish Wars, to today. Based on extensive interviews with Billy, his family,
close advisors, as well as political allies and former foes, and the holdings of Washington State's cultural institutions, we learn about the man behind the
legend, and the people who helped him along the way.
King of the Wind Marguerite Henry 2001-06-01 Sham and the stable boy Agba travel from Morocco to France to England where, at last, Sham's majesty is
recognized and he becomes the "Godolphin Arabian," ancestor of the most superior Thoroughbred horses.
Computer Organization & Architecture: Themes and Variations Alan Clements 2013-01-01 COMPUTER ORGANIZATION AND ARCHITECTURE: THEMES
AND VARIATIONS stresses the structure of the complete system (CPU, memory, buses and peripherals) and reinforces that core content with an emphasis
on divergent examples. This approach to computer architecture is an effective arrangement that provides sufficient detail at the logic and organizational levels
appropriate for EE/ECE departments as well as for Computer Science readers. The text goes well beyond the minimal curriculum coverage and introduces
topics that are important to anyone involved with computer architecture in a way that is both thought provoking and interesting to all. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Burn My Heart Beverley Naidoo 2007-07-05 The Mau Mau - the name of a secret society that once struck terror into the hearts of British settlers in Kenya. An
episode in history that ended in a State of Emergency, with violent and brutal acts dividing a nation. This is an intensely personal and vivid story of two boys:
one black, one white. Once they were friends even though their circumstances are very different. But in a country driven by fear and prejudice, even the best
of friends can betray one another . . . Internationally acclaimed and award-winning author Beverley Naidoo explores new territory in this beautifully realized
and moving story set in Britain's colonial past.
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